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Supercharge Your Social Media Strategy 



Hi, I’m Natan!
 

 

1  |  Search

● COO of Muck Rack

● PRSA District Council Chair-Elect

● Producer Emeritus, Shorty Awards 

@twatan



“ Muck Rack is the map, compass and GPS for 
navigating the ever evolving media and 
journalist landscape. Truly without them, as 
a PR practitioner, I would be lost.

Matt Prince
Senior Manager of PR

“ 



WE’LL DISCUSS:
How journalists are using social media to 
source and distribute news and what it 
means for PR pros. 

@twatan #PRSASunCon
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How journalists are using 
social media in 2019 

@twatan #PRSASunCon

https://muckrack.com


Which social network do you 
think is most valuable to 
journalists?   

@twatan #PRSASunCon



Twitter is deemed most valuable, followed by Facebook 
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What social media network 
do you think journalists will 
be spending more time on 
this year?
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Journalists expect to spend more time on Twitter, 
and less time on Facebook
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In general, where do you go first for your news?
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Do you like when PR pros follow you on 
social media? 

Yes

No

@twatan #PRSASunCon



When reporting on a company, I consult the company's 
social media:

Never

Rarely

Sometimes
Always

Usually

@twatan #PRSASunCon



3 Key Takeaways
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2 Experiment with showcasing information visually, in a way that resonates with the 
media. Either through creative videos, infographics, gifs or images. Journalists think a 
story that contains an image is more shareable. 

Spend time investing in your brand’s social media strategy and follow your top 
journos on Twitter, but do not pitch them on social.

Set up alerts to track whenever a journalist is looking to source a story or talk to 
an expert on social media 
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“Don’t count the people that 
you reach, reach the people 
who count.”

—David Ogilvy

@twatan #PRSASunCon



Request a copy of our 
journalist survey!

https://muckrack.com

info.muckrack.com/stateofjournalism 

https://muckrack.com
https://muckrack.com


Thank you!

https://muckrack.com

Want more info? Stay in touch!

natan@muckrack.com
@twatan (IG, Twitter)

linkedin.com/in/natanedelsburg
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